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DEADLINE TO REGISTER OCTOBER 15 

Proudly
Presented by

IMPORTANT: GHRA Members or GHRA Member Employees who wish

to attend the GHRA tradeshow must complete the registration. 

Log into GHRA Member Portal (please use google chrome)

Select 2021 Tradeshow on the left

For multiple store owners, use the drop-down to select the store you

wish to register for. You are not required to register for every store

For single store owners, please select that store and register. 

Once the store is selected, click the orange REGISTER button on the

right corner and fill in the information

Click Register User on the bottom right to finish.

How to register for the 2021 GHRA Tradeshow

GHRA TRADESHOW

REGISTRATION

Starting September
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 A NOTE FROM THE CEO

B R I A N  T R O U T ,  C E O

Greetings GHRA Members,

As the summer of 2021 comes to a close and we enter the fall season, we find ourselves 

still dealing with the lingering challenges of the Covid-19 virus, and now the Delta variant is 

causing some businesses to re-think their operating strategies and is putting further strain 

on the supply chain that feeds our industry, our warehouse and our members. I want to 

encourage all of our members to maintain the safety protocols and operational best practices 

for limiting the spread of Covid-19. 

GHRA is preparing for the trade show in October, and we have started formulating our 

business strategy for 2022 with vendor negotiations having already begun. GHRA team 

members are hard at work unlocking additional revenue and funding opportunities for 

members. One of the ways retailers can enhance their revenue stream is to embrace scanning 

technology and capture data that allows for understanding items purchased by week part, 

day part, and by hour time slot. Manufactures are looking for ways to better understand the 

customers purchase behavior, and we as retailers have the data which we can use to bring 

value to our members. More on this at the trade show. If you are not scanning products today 

and using a back office system to manage your day to day business, I highly encourage you to 

consider it. 

Looking forward to seeing everyone at the trade show in October,

Brian Trout

O U R  M E M B E R S  A R E  O U R  M I S S I O N !
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 Big Madre locations 

Doug Boone

NOW
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T O J OI N  T H E

B I G  MAD R E

F AMI L Y !

To enjoy a full-service meal
without the full-service costs,
visit Big Madre locations
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FOODSERVICE

On the Mend

The COVID-19 pandemic severely 
disrupted the foodservice business 
at convenience stores, but retailers 
are optimistic about the year ahead. 

COVID-19 affected all aspects of 
foodservice during the past year. 
Convenience store retailers had 
to revisit their approaches to 
everything from sanitation measures 
to packaging to ordering options, 
all while dealing with a major 
drop in foot traffic and changes 
in consumers’ shopping patterns. 
The 2021 Convenience Store News 
Foodservice Study examines the 
current convenience foodservice 
landscape and the ongoing evolution 
that lies ahead.

By CSNews.com

PAST-YEAR FOODSERVICE SALES, COSTS & PROFITS

Just 35% of c-store operators reported that their 2020 
foodservice sales increased, down from 67% a year ago. 
More than half reported a sales decrease.

The percentage of c-store operators reporting a decrease in 
foodservice profits in 2020 jumped from 15% to 52%

JUST UNDER A THIRD REPORTED THAT THEIR  
PROFITS INCREASED.

Perhaps due to COVID-19 related supply chain issues, 
foodservice costs were up for more than eight in 10 c-store 
operators in 2020. Even more small operators than large 
operators reported a rise in costs.

ACTUAL 2021 FOODSERVICE SALES 

Foodservice sales appear to have rebounded in the first 
half of 2021. Nearly three-quarters of respondents say their 
category sales increased from January through May.

ACTUAL 2021 FOODSERVICE PROFITS

Foodservice profits also experienced a turnaround during 
the first half of 2021, with 72% of respondents reporting an 
increase vs. just 9% reporting a decrease.

EXPECTED FULL-YEAR 2021 FOODSERVICE SALES

C-store operators are optimistic that the rebound will 
continue through the remainder of this year: 84% of all 
respondents expect their full-year 2021 foodservice sales to 
increase.

EXPECTED FULL-YEAR 2021 FOODSERVICE PROFITS

As recovery from the pandemic is ongoing, 80% of retailers 
expect to see their foodservice profits increase in 2021 vs. 
just 5% who expect a decrease.

The prepared food segment now accounts for more than 
50 percent of the category’s total sales. The most prevalent 
items offered in the convenience channel are breakfast 
sandwiches, other sandwiches, snacks/appetizers, pizza, and 
bakery items.

BIGGEST OBSTACLES TO FOODSERVICE SUCCESS

The ongoing pandemic recovery has prompted a major shift 
in convenience store retailers’ perception of obstacles to 
foodservice success. Topping this year’s list are difficulty in 
hiring and retaining employees, and the supply chain.

Obstacle Total

Difficulty in hiring and retaining employees 80%

Supply chain 42%

COVID-19 restrictions on self-service food  
and beverage 40%

Changes in store traffic and trips due to COVID-19 36%

Lower foot traffic in stores 36%

Negative consumer perceptions around  
c-store foodservice 24%

Increasing competition for foodservice business 17%

Operational inefficiencies at store level  
(i.e., quality control, consistency issues) 16%

Finding the right products/programs 16%

Lack of alternative shopping options  
(i.e., mobile ordering, curbside pickup, delivery) 14%

COVID-19 OPERATIONAL UPDATES

As state- and local-mandated restrictions ease in most  
areas of the United States, c-store operators are changing 
some of the safety measures they instituted in response to 
the pandemic. 
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INDUSTRY NEWS

CDC Updates Mask Guidance
The Center recommends fully 
vaccinated people wear masks in 
public indoor settings.

By Greg Lindenberg

ATLANTA — The U.S. Centers for Disease Control & 
Prevention (CDC) on July 27 updated its guidance for fully 
vaccinated people in light of new evidence that shows 
the Delta variant of COVID-19 is causing “breakthrough 
infections” in fully vaccinated people. Reversing its guidance 
from May, the CDC now recommends that fully vaccinated 
people wear a mask in public indoor settings in areas 
of substantial or high transmission, including areas with 
large concentrations of unvaccinated people.

Since May, most states have backed off mask mandates.

Many convenience-store chains across the country, 
which had required all customers and employees to wear 
masks, lifted the requirement for vaccinated customers 
and employees. Nearly three-fourths of convenience-store 
retailers who responded to a CSP survey in late May said 
they lifted face mask requirements in their stores.

The National Retail Federation (NRF) issued a statement in 
response to the CDC recommendation that fully vaccinated 
people again wear masks indoors in COVID-19 hot spots.

“Public health and safety is always the No. 1 priority for 
retailers large and small,” it said. “We want every business 
to remain open, we want to keep people employed and we 
want to ensure that consumers have access to the goods 
and services they expect and need. It is truly unfortunate 
that mask recommendations have returned when the surest 
known way to reduce the threat of the virus is widespread 
vaccination. The CDC’s latest guidance underscores the 

urgency for more Americans to become fully vaccinated so 
we can all emerge from this pandemic.”

The CDC, Atlanta, also said fully vaccinated people 
might choose to wear a mask regardless of the level of 
transmission, particularly if they are immunocompromised 
or at increased risk for severe disease from COVID-19, 
or if they have someone in their household who is 
immunocompromised, at increased risk of severe disease or 
not fully vaccinated.

People who are at increased risk for severe disease include 
older adults and those who have certain medical conditions, 
such as diabetes, obesity and heart conditions.

The CDC said people who are immunocompromised should 
follow prevention measures, including wearing a mask, 
staying 6 feet apart from others they don’t live with and 
avoiding crowds and poorly ventilated indoor spaces, 
regardless of their vaccination status to protect themselves 
against COVID-19 until advised otherwise by their  
healthcare provider.

Currently authorized vaccines in the United States are 
highly effective at protecting vaccinated people against 
symptomatic and severe COVID-19, said the CDC. Fully 
vaccinated people are less likely to become infected and, 
if infected, to develop symptoms of COVID-19. They are at 
substantially reduced risk of severe illness and death from 
COVID-19 compared with unvaccinated people.

Breakthrough infections happen in only a small proportion 
of people who are fully vaccinated, even with the 
Delta variant, the CDC said, and when these infections 
occur among vaccinated people, they tend to be mild; 
however, preliminary evidence suggests that fully vaccinated 
people who do become infected with the Delta variant can 
be infectious and can spread the virus to others. 
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TECHNOLOGY

Reinventing the C-Store  
for the Digital Future
Three ways convenience stores can regain their competitive edge.

Bill Chidley, Partner/Executive Director, Strategy & Insights, ChangeUp

When it comes to convenience, today’s c-stores offer it in 
name only.

The first convenience store launched nearly 100 years 
ago to make life more convenient, back before you 
could do anything or buy everything on a smartphone. 
But there has been an extended dry spell of innovation. 
The biggest impact on convenience stores — pay at the 
pump — occurred way back in the 1980s. Pay at the pump 
technology, enabled by rapid growth in consumer ATM 
cards, changed labor requirements and allowed convenience 
stores to add fuel, giving birth to the c-store model we  
know today.

Mobile technology and e-commerce have revolutionized 
how consumers buy goods and services in ways even  
more profound, yet the convenience store industry has  
not responded.

The current c-store format may be heading for the same 
fate as video rental in today’s convenience-obsessed, digital 
world. The channel is ripe for disruption, and yet current 
investment is around upgrading food and beverage options, 
leaving broader trends and technological possibilities on  
the table.

THE CHALLENGES WITH TODAY’S PERSPECTIVE

Today’s business model is vulnerable, especially after the 
broad improvements in convenience across traditional 
retail due to the pandemic. A study from August 2020 
by Convenience Store News illustrates just how vulnerable, 
with 52 percent of consumers readily cutting c-stores out 
of their repertoire. Of course, online grocery was up 40 
percent, and 42 percent of shoppers stated that they were 
seeking to bundle more of their trips overall. Although 
c-stores can serve essential but limited need states, they 
don’t take full advantage of their proximity to customers.

A major weakness of current c-stores is that shoppers 
increasingly seek touchless solutions. Getting out of the car 
to buy something is obsolete. With all the necessity-driven 
improvements over the last year (BOPIS, drive-thru, curbside 
pickup), c-stores’ convenience advantage has been stolen. 
Consumers have accepted the power of digital tools to 
book time, check occupancy, and order ahead according to 
individual preferences.

Most importantly, our vehicles are becoming a sanctuary 
of safety and control with increasingly sophisticated 
connectivity. As an extension of the smartphone through 
CarPlay, Android Auto and integrated Alexa, our cars have 
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become portable addresses when we’re not at home. Our 
cars, not Starbucks, have become our “third place.”

The future of c-stores comes down to shifting today’s 
reliance on the snack driven in-and-out trip to a broader, 
redefined view of convenience using a blend of new 
technologies and hyper-convenient, digitally driven 
shopping experiences. How the physical site is utilized must 
be entirely rethought to redefine convenience for today.

THREE NEW DIMENSIONS OF CONVENIENCE FOR 
TOMORROW’S C-STORE

Tomorrow’s c-store must lead the consumer definition 
of “easy” by redefining and innovating the business with 
respect for the rising tide of convenience across all retail and 
e-commerce.

There are three areas where c-stores can regain their 
convenience advantage:

1. Extend the store as we know it

Consumers are increasingly expecting their purchase 
decisions to be made at the point of need vs. in a retail 
space. The smartphone has become the primary conduit 
between a want or need and its acquisition, because it is the 
store that is always with you.

This gives need for c-stores to move beyond physical 
shopability, opening an innovation opportunity to also be 
the place where digital sales are fulfilled. Areas currently 
used exclusively for shopable fixturing, displays and 
queuing — and even a second level — could also be utilized 
for high-density product inventory.

Utilizing interactive technology, wireless connectivity  
and automation, convenience can be taken to a new level. 
Close to where you live or work, the c-store’s biggest 
asset — location — enables it to become an output device 
for the goods and services that make up your daily needs. 
Like a high-quality printer for your documents, you could 
digitally send your routine and impulse retail needs to  
be fulfilled.

The physical c-store extends itself to become the app on 
your phone, the Alexa skill in your car’s infotainment system, 
a drive-up kiosk, and artificial intelligence (AI) based on the 

proximity of your vehicle to the location and time of day. 
Instead of walking in to shop, your merchandise is sent to 
you via multiple drive-thru pickup lanes that anticipate  
your arrival.

2. Use AI to broaden & tailor the assortment

Focusing on fulfillment vs. merchandising, the physical 
footprint can support a broad assortment of fill-in grocery 
categories, such as baby, pet and personal care needs that 
are not feasible in today’s space-constrained retail space. 
Moving to a digitally driven shopping model can provide  
the data to tune the assortment to shopper demand at a 
local level.

This new c-store approach can also be an aggregator of 
other local online purchases to create a central BOPIS pickup 
location. Surrounding retailers can expedite orders there for 
easy pickup in a hyper-convenient location.

Convenience is also about bundling, which means an added 
tier of time saving for customers who also need a fuel 
fill-up or a quick charge. Customers could utilize the app 
or kiosks at the fuel island for items that are dispatched to 
their location. Impulse items actually available for purchase 
at the pump could be easily merchandised with “just walk 
away” technology like that used by Amazon Go. And for 
a touchless experience, your car is your wallet, enabled 
through connected vehicle technology.

3. Out-Q QSR competitors

When it comes to driving frequency and sales, there is 
no substitute for food and today, no one has solved the 
challenge of getting consumers good-tasting, healthy food 
in a quick, drive-thru operation. Building off of the multilane 
drive-thru idea, combined with repurposing the physical 
store space with an efficient kitchen, can be the answer.

Menus can be broader, and service can be faster with a 
mobile-order-only model. Orders, including fresh-prepared 
meals and kits, could be sent to one of the multiple drive-
thru lanes for fast pickup vs. funneling all orders to a 
window like most quick-service restaurant (QSR) concepts.

Today’s convenience stores no longer have a monopoly on 
convenience. Now, every retailer is in the game. As options 
expand, and e-commerce gains momentum, what the 
c-store of tomorrow can be best at is giving us our time 
back vs. merely being a place for Cokes and smokes.

With over 150 million current locations, that can be a lot  
of time.

Bill Chidley is partner and executive director, strategy, 
and insights at ChangeUp. His broad experience includes 
helping Fortune 100 clients succeed as both a strategy and 
design leader. Whether developing new retail concepts, or 
integrating new digital and mobile experiences, Chidley has 
worked with Home Depot, AT&T, P&G, Dunkin’ Donuts and 
John Deere, using insight-driven strategy and creativity to 
imagine winning ideas and bring them to life. 

TECHNOLOGY
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Payroll Multistore Inventory Banking

What is TallyQuick?

TallyQuick is a Back Office software exclusive to GHRA members.

What is the difference between Modisoft and TallyQuick?

TallyQuick is the same as Modisoft Enterprise + with the custom modules for GHRA

members only.

What will happen to my data if I change from Modisoft to Tallyquick?

You will not lose any data when you make the switch.

I am already paying a monthly fee with Modisoft.  What happens if I

switch to TallyQuick?

Modisoft will switch your subscription cost to $45 from the following month

SWITCH OVER WITH
JUST ONE CLICK

NEW Back Off ice Software
Exclusively for  GHRA Members

$45 
Monthly

 

 

 

Including Tax

In conjunction with 

**FREE 30 day
trial period for
non-modisoft
customers**
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SAFETY

How to Prevent Fraud at  
Your Convenience Store
The convenience store industry has long been a target for criminals. You’re 
already training your staff to stay safe from obvious risks such as robbery 
and theft, but what about more sneaky ways your store is at risk? Credit 
card skimming and phone scams can also be scary for your business.

By Ready Convenience | Safety

SKIMMING FRAUD AT CONVENIENCE STORES

Skimming is a form of credit card theft where criminals 
attach electronic devices on fuel pumps, ATMs, self-checkout 
kiosks, and other point-of-sale units. These devices are 
difficult to spot, and can sometimes even be installed on the 
inside of machines.

Like any form of credit card fraud, skimming prevention 
starts with training. Here are some basic anti-skimming best 
practices:

 � Keep skimming targets in direct line of sight.

 � Be familiar with the features of your machines so you 
can easily spot tampering attempts.

 � Follow procedures to regularly inspect fuel pumps, 
ATMs, and other payment devices.

 � Investigate abnormally high levels of bad card reads or 
“dispenser offline” messages.

 � Report suspicious behavior, such as vehicles parked at 
a fuel island for long periods of time or people loitering 
around A-T-Ms.

 � Verify the validity of all service technicians who come 
to work on payment machines.

PHONE SCAMS TARGETING CONVENIENCE STORES

Like credit card skimming, thieves target convenience stores 
with phone scams because they’re looking for easy targets. 
If they don’t find one at your store, they’ll move on. To avoid 

falling victim to phone scams, train your staff to follow strict 
phone protocols. Phone scammers often claim to be from a 
prepaid card company, a utility, a vendor, or even someone 
from higher up in your own company. Scammers are master 
manipulators who trick employees into revealing sensitive 
information. You can train your employees to avoid phone 
scams by following these guidelines:

 � Never give out any pre-paid card information, PIN 
numbers, or passwords. Legitimate vendors or 
technicians will never ask for this type of information 
over the phone.

 � Never discuss company business with anyone over  
the phone.

 � Refer all requests for refunds, technical support, or 
utility payments to a manager.

 � Ask to take a message for a manager if you’re unsure 
of a caller’s intent. Scammers won’t leave a message, 
and legitimate callers will be happy to do so.

Skimming thieves and phone scammers are brazen,  
devious, and very convincing. They’ll do whatever it takes  
to pull off their scam, including asking for help from inside 
your convenience store. Criminal organizations have been 
known to recruit employees who have access to card 
processing machines or pre-paid cards. Make sure all 
employees know that participating at any level in the  
theft of card information is a serious criminal offense  
with life-altering consequences. 
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Let's Stay Connected
GHRA would like to introduce ways of being informed about all the

current events and information around YOU!

GHRAONLINE.COM

GHRA MEMBER PORTAL
Log in today and access all important
information in the same spot like the few
items listed here. 

Supplier Contact List
Monthly Price List
Monthly Magazine
Warehouse Invoices
Rebate Details & much more

GHRA WAREHOUSE IN ACTION WEEKLY
THEBOTTOMLINE

 
GHRA Warehouse brings you an updated
version of the GHRA Weekly Update now called
TheBottomLine. The same weekly information
will be provided - with a new look!

GHRA IN ACTION WEEKLY
IN THE LOOP

 
IN THE LOOP is a platform to communicate
all-important corporate business updates weekly
at the beginning of the week via email.
*available on website as well. 

BUSINESS EVENTS PAGE

Know the latest events on our website! The
business events page is designed to keep
you informed about upcoming events. 

Go to GHRAONLINE.COM
Click on the MEMBERS tab.
Select BUSINESS EVENTS
on the dropdown menu
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HUMAN RESOURCES

Connecting the Dots Between 
Internal & External Customer Loyalty
Loyalty is what keeps you in business. Without the loyalty of your employees 
as well as your customers your business won’t succeed. There are many 
things you can do to improve loyalty, but first you need to understand the 
relationship between internal and external loyalty.

By Ready Convenience

INTERNAL CUSTOMER LOYALTY

Your internal customers are exactly that – internal. These 
are your employees who keep your store running; gaining 
their loyalty is necessary for the success of your business. 
The spotlight often shines on what to do to improve your 
external customer loyalty, but it’s important to not forget 
about your internal customers. They interact with external 
customers every day, making their loyalty to your business 
equally important.

EXTERNAL CUSTOMER LOYALTY

External customers are the customers who purchase your 
products and services, and your goal is to capture their 
loyalty and keep them coming back. External customer 
loyalty is built through service – customers who have 
positive interactions with your business and employees are 
much more likely to return and recommend your business to 
their friends.

THE INTERNAL/EXTERNAL CONNECTION

There is a direct correlation between your internal customers 
and your external customers – and that connection begins 
with you.

If external customer loyalty is built through service, then it’s 

your job to ensure that your employees are providing great 
customer service. Happy, loyal employees are much more 
likely to provide a customer with a positive guest experience 
than employees who feel underappreciated – and the cost 
of bad service can mean more than losing just that single 
customer.

How can you create happy, loyal employees? Here are a  
few tips:

Be a good leader – A good leader is often a coach rather 
than a boss, and fosters relationships built on respect and 
open communication.

Be loyal – You must demonstrate loyalty and trust in your 
employees before you can expect to receive it in return.

Engage employees – When employees feel like they have 
a purpose and some ownership in their jobs, they will feel 
more loyal to you and your business.

Train employees – Ensuring your employees know how 
to do their jobs well will increase their confidence and 
performance. Providing effective convenience store 
training also shows you’re willing to invest in your 
employees and their futures – which will improve customer 
service and employee retention. 
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BUILD YOUR
CAREER WITH US!
BUILD YOUR
CAREER WITH US!
BUILD YOUR
CAREER WITH US!

VARIOUS OPEN POSITIONSVARIOUS OPEN POSITIONSVARIOUS OPEN POSITIONS

TCEQ Mandatory

TCEQ Mandatory

Underground Storage

Underground Storage

Tank (UST) A/B

Tank (UST) A/B

Operators Training

Operators Training

Members purchasing the online training will
receive a unique code from GHRA.

This training takes about 4-6 hours and
must be completed within 30 days from
start. 
Pay by money order or deduct $65 from
your quarterly rebate.   

GHRA is excited to provide this online training,
for only $65.

R E G I S T R A T I O N  F O R M  I S  A V A I L A B L E  A T
W W W . G H R A O N L I N E . C O M

WelcomeMembersMembers
On behalf of the Board of Directors and staff at GHRA,  

please welcome our new members:

ROUTINE #3

SUNRISE KV GROUP LLC

BEST HOMESTEAD FOOD MART

MYKAWA TRUCK STOP

STAR STOP #114

STAR STOP #115

STAR STOP #116

STAR STOP #117

STAR STOP #118

STAR STOP #119

STAR STOP #120

STAR STOP #121

EXPRESS MART
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October 5-8, 2021 (Convention)

October 6-8, 2021 (Expo)

McCormick Place Convention Center

Chicago, IL

Deadline to register: September 24, 2021

The GHRA discount code for registration is:  g1wnUymm

 

 Please submit your NACS Show registration confirmation to
GHRA office to receive a $100 reimbursement.



GHRA CORPORATE OFFICE
12790 South Kirkwood Road
Stafford, Texas 77477
281.295.5300  Phone
281.295.5399  Fax

GHRA WAREHOUSE
7110 Bellerive Drive
Houston, Texas 77036
281.295.5333  Phone
281.295.5347  Fax


